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1. Introduction
In this note we study rational values of the Riemann zeta function ζ(s) or slightly better for us
ζ(z) =∑∞n=1 1nz at rational numbers z. It is classical that the values
ζ(0) = −1
2
, ζ(−1) = − 1
12
, ζ(−2) = 0, ζ(−3) = 1
120
, ζ(−4) = 0, . . . ,
ζ(−11) = 691
32760
, . . .
(obtained by analytic continuation) at non-positive integers are all rational. By contrast the values
ζ(2) = π
2
6
, ζ(4) = π
4
90
, . . . , ζ(12) = 691π
12
638512875
, . . .
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proved in 1979 that ζ(3) is irrational, but we still do not know that ζ(5) (or ζ(3)/π3) is irrational.
However in another surprise, Ball and Rivoal [BR] proved in 2001 that the number of irrationals
among ζ(3), ζ(5), ζ(7), . . . , ζ(2D + 1) is at least c log D for some c > 0 independent of D , and even
that the same lower bound holds for the dimension of the space they generate with 1 over the
rational ﬁeld Q. Of course one expects all these values to be linearly independent over Q.
Even less is known about ζ(z) at non-integral z, say for deﬁniteness with 2 < z < 3. The modest
goal of the present note is to prove the following result in which this time it is the denominators that
are bounded by D; naturally the denominator of a rational number x is the smallest positive integer
d such that dx is integral.
Theorem. There is a positive effective absolute constant C such that for any integer D  3 the number of
rational z with 2 < z < 3 of denominator at most D such that ζ(z) is rational also of denominator at most D
is at most C( log Dlog log D )
2 .
Of course one expects that there are no such z at all. But the number of rational z with 2 < z < 3
of denominator at most D is of order D2, which means that such z are very rare.
Surroca [S] has recently proved some results, about more general functions and involving algebraic
numbers bounded according to their degree or their height, which imply an estimate not far from our
own. In fact her Théorème 1.3(i) (p. 3) with f (z) = ζ(z) leads easily to the nice bound 11(log3D)2
for the zeta function, and, with the entire function f (z) = (z − 1)ζ(z) to allow her radius R large,
even enables the 11 to be replaced by an arbitrarily small positive constant; on the other hand these
bounds are valid only for an unspeciﬁed inﬁnite sequence of values of D . We are able to treat all D
by using a new zero estimate for polynomials in z and ζ(z). We obtain the extra log log factor also by
making the radius large and trading it off against the growth of the zeta function.
This type of result is by no means new. Theorem 1 (p. 343) of Bombieri and Pila [BP] together with
Theorem 8 (p. 462 of Pila [P1]), also for more general functions, imply an upper bound of C()D in
our theorem, where now C() depends also on the arbitrary  > 0; in fact this constant conceals
a zero estimate. Pila points out in [P2, p. 219] that in general the D cannot be replaced by a more
explicit type of function such as a power of a logarithm; the reason for this can also be ascribed to
zero estimates.
On the other hand Pila in [P3] uses the notion of a Pfaff curve, which is parametrized by functions
satisfying certain chains of differential equations. Gabrielov and Vorobyov [GV] have proved some
explicit zero estimates for such functions on real intervals, and Pila uses them to obtain an estimate
of the form C(log D)κ for counting as in our theorem; here κ  15 depends on the complexity of the
differential equations.
Unfortunately the Riemann zeta function is long known not to satisfy any reasonable form of dif-
ferential equation (see for example [O]), and so the results on Pfaff curves cannot be directly applied
to our theorem. But we prove this indeed by following the broad strategy of Pila and then appealing
to our own zero estimate; namely the following.
Proposition 1. There is an effective absolute constant c such that for any integer L  1, any real R  2 and
any non-zero polynomial P (z,w) of degree at most L in each variable the function P (z, ζ(z)) has at most
cL(L + R log R) zeroes (counted with multiplicity) satisfying |z| R.
This estimate is, up to a constant, best possible in its dependence on both L and R separately.
It differs in principle from the zero estimates in [GV] (or see in particular Proposition 4.1(c) in [P3,
p. 642]) in that analytic functions on the complex plane are involved, rather than just differentiable
functions on real intervals (even though we will apply it here just for 2 < z < 3). That is to say, we
use the maximum modulus principle instead of the Vandermonde determinant.
Given Proposition 1, we could in principle directly use [BP] to obtain something like our theorem.
But we thought it worthwhile to supply a short new proof of the relevant result from [BP], also
based on properties of analytic functions. These properties are of a sort already familiar from classical
transcendence theory. As in [S], our version extends without diﬃculty to algebraic numbers, so it is
D. Masser / Journal of Number Theory 131 (2011) 2037–2046 2039this that we present here. It takes the form of a clustering (or gap) principle. In this form there is
some resemblance with Lemma 13 (p. 28) of the PhD thesis of Loher [Lo], and also with the Main
Lemma (p. 459) of Pila’s paper [P1]; however both of these restrict to ﬁxed number ﬁelds. But in fact
it turns out that we do not after all need clustering to prove our theorem.
We use the absolute non-logarithmic height H(α) of an algebraic number α (see for example
[BG, p. 16]). For a ﬁnite set S in C2 let ω(S) be the least degree of any curve passing through S . This
corresponds to total degree of a polynomial rather than maximum degree in each variable.
Proposition 2. For any integers d  1, T 
√
8d and any real A > 0, Z > 0, M > 0, H  1, let f1, f2
be functions analytic on an open neighbourhood of the set deﬁned by |z|  2Z and satisfying | f1(z)|  M,
| f2(z)| M on this closed set, with f = ( f1, f2). Suppose that Z is a ﬁnite set of complex numbers such that
(a) |z| Z for all z in Z ,
(b) |z′ − z′′| 1A for all z′, z′′ in Z ,
(c) [Q( f1(z), f2(z)) : Q] d for all z in Z .
(d) H( f1(z)) H, H( f2(z)) H for all z in Z .
Then ω(f(Z)) T provided (AZ)T > (4T )96d2/T (M + 1)16dH48d2 .
Here is how this paper is organised. In Section 2 we give the proof of Proposition 1, which uses
among other things a uniform version of a classical result of Bohr, Landau and Littlewood on the
so-called a-points or slightly better for us w-points of the zeta function. Then in Section 3 we prove
Proposition 2; this in a somewhat condensed style in the expectation that the arguments will be
familiar to anyone who has worked in diophantine approximation or transcendence. After that in
Section 4 we deduce our theorem in a form (see (15) below) generalized to algebraic numbers of
ﬁxed degree and large height in the style of Surroca, and we also show how our Proposition 2 leads to
a similar natural generalization of the Bombieri–Pila result. Pila himself has very recently considered
this particular aspect (in a much broader context) in Theorem 1.6 (p. 153) of [P4], following his earlier
Theorem 8, p. 462 of [P1] for ﬁxed number ﬁelds.
It may be an interesting problem to prove analogues of our theorem for other natural functions.
For example the Euler gamma function Γ (z), about which we know even fewer irrationality prop-
erties. Or the Weierstrass zeta function ζ(z) seems promising, say with rational invariants; in spite
of its differential equation we do not know a single rational z with ζ(z) irrational. Jonathan Pila has
also suggested ζ(z)/π2, which should be doable with relatively minor modiﬁcations of the present
argument.
It is for me a great pleasure to thank Umberto Zannier for discussions on these and related ques-
tions.
2. Proof of Proposition 1
We start with three technical lemmas. Throughout this section c will denote various positive ab-
solute constants.
Lemma 1. For real R > 0,M > 0 let f be a function analytic on an open set containing the disc deﬁned
by |z − z0|  R and suppose | f ′|  M on this disc. Suppose there exist z˜0 and δ with f (z˜0) = f (z0) and
0 < |z˜0 − z0| δ  R2 . Then | f ′(z0)| 16 δMR .
Proof. This is implicitly based on an explicit form of the Inverse Function Theorem. We may suppose
f ′(z0) = 0, and then we consider the function g(z) = f (z+z0)− f (z0)f ′(z0) . It has g(0) = g(z˜0 − z0) = 0 and
g′(0) = 1. We will apply the lemma (p. 124) of [La] with r = δ. It implies that g(z) = 0 has a unique
solution with |z| δ provided say
∣∣g′(z1) − g′(z2)∣∣ 1 (1)
2
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This implies that the denominator in g(z) must be small. More precisely
∣∣g′(z1) − g′(z2)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ 12π i f ′(z0)
∫
|z−z0|=R
(z1 − z2) f ′(z)dz
(z − z1 − z0)(z − z2 − z0)
∣∣∣∣
which is at most 4|z1−z2|M| f ′(z0)|R 
8δM
| f ′(z0)|R because
|z − zi − z0| |z − z0| − |zi | R − δ  R2 (i = 1,2).
The result follows. 
From now on, for real X  0, Y  1 we write Z(X, Y ) for the set of z = x + iy with −X  x X
and 1 y  Y .
Lemma 2. For real Y  2, B  0 suppose |ζ ′(z)| < exp(−B) for z in Z(3, Y ). Then there exists a zero z0 of ζ ′
with |z − z0| cY exp(− BcY log Y ).
Proof. We use the Hadamard product
ζ ′(z) = a exp(bz)
∞∏
n=1
(
1− z
zn
)
exp
(
z
zn
)
(2)
for the zeroes zn of ζ ′ . As usual the product Π over |zn|  2|z| is comparatively harmless. More
precisely
− log |Π | c
∑
|zn|2|z|
∣∣∣∣ zzn
∣∣∣∣
2
= c
∞∑
i=1
∑
2i |z||zn|<2i+1|z|
∣∣∣∣ zzn
∣∣∣∣
2
 c
∞∑
i=1
1
22i
∑
2i |z||zn|<2i+1|z|
1.
Now when r  c there are at most (and at least) cr log r zeroes with |z|  r; see for example Theo-
rem 9.4 of [T, p. 214] as well as pp. 2, 30 there. We deduce − log |Π | cY log Y . Similarly we get the
same bound for Π1 =∏|zn|<2|z| exp( zzn ); and also for a exp(bz) in (2). There follows
∏
|zn|<2|z|
∣∣∣∣1− zzn
∣∣∣∣ exp(−B + cY log Y ).
Thus there is n here with |1− zzn | exp(
−B+cY log Y
N ), where N is the number of n with |zn| < 2|z|. If
B  cY log Y then we use as above N  cY log Y to get the required result. But if B < cY log Y then
we should use the opposite N  cY log Y to conclude. 
Lemma 3. For real Y  2, δ > 0 suppose |w|  12 and ζ(z˜0) = ζ(z0) = w for z0, z˜0 in Z(3, Y ) with 0 <
|z˜0 − z0| δ  14 . Then |ζ ′(z0)| cδY 5 .
Proof. We use Lemma 1 with f = ζ and R = 12 . For |z− z0| 34 the real part of z is at least − 154 and
so |ζ(z)| cY 5 (see [T, p. 95]). A standard use of Cauchy shows that also |ζ ′(z)| cY 5 on |z− z0| 12
for example; and the present lemma follows. 
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Lemma 4. There is an absolute constant r0 > 0 such that for any complex w with |w| r0 and any real Y  2
the number N of solutions (with multiplicity) of ζ(z) = w with z in Z(3, Y ) satisﬁes
∣∣∣∣N −
(
1
2π
Y log Y − 1+ log2π
2π
Y
)∣∣∣∣ c log Y .
Proof. With a constant c depending on an arbitrary w = 1 this is essentially the main result (22)
of p. 1153 of Section 4 of the paper [BLL] of Bohr, Landau and Littlewood. However their c cannot
be uniform near w = 1 because there the linear term suddenly changes to 1+log4π2π Y . That is why
we stay away from w = 1. In view of this subtlety we give a few details of the (easy) veriﬁcation of
uniformity for small |w|.
According to [BLL, p. 1157] the number N(X, Y ) of z in Z(X, Y ) with ζ(z) = w satisﬁes
2πN(X, Y ) = f I + f II + f III + f IV with fΓ = fΓ (X, Y ) the imaginary part of
∫
Γ
ζ ′(z)
ζ(z)−w dz. Here the
contour I goes straight from −X + i along to X + i but possibly modiﬁed to avoid zeroes of ζ(z) − w ,
II goes straight from X + i up to X + iY , III goes straight from X + iY along to −X + iY , and IV goes
straight from −X + iY back down to −X + i. Here also the positive odd integer X = X(w) = E is
chosen to satisfy Lemme 1 (p. 1153) for ω = |w| together with the condition
ζ(x+ iy) = w (3)
whenever x X (p. 1155); also there is an extra condition (30) (p. 1156). These imply that ζ(z) = w
along II and IV; and one can also assume that this holds on III simply by adjusting Y .
Now (3) holds for |w| 14 as soon as x 2, because then
∣∣ζ(x+ iy)∣∣ 1− 1
22
− 1
32
− · · · = 2− π
2
6
>
1
4
; (4)
this calculation veriﬁes at the same time (30) for X = 2. And Lemme 1 gives X such that
|ζ(x+ iy)| 14 whenever x  −X and x + iy is not within 12 of the trivial zeroes −2,−4,−6, . . .
of the zeta function. So indeed X can be chosen independently of w for |w| 14 .
A little more work shows that we can take X = 3 as long as |w|  r and r > 0 is small enough.
For if the above X > 3 then we only have to consider −X  x−3. Now in the functional equation
ζ(z) = χ(z)ζ(1− z) we have |ζ(1− z)| 2− π490 as in (4); further |ζ(z)| = 0 if y is not large, whereas
if y is large then (4.12.3) of [T, p. 78] gives
∣∣χ(z)∣∣ 1
2
(
2π
y
)x− 12
 1
2
(
2π
y
)− 72
> 1.
This means that we can assume X = 3 and so N = N(X, Y ).
Now the zeta function is well known to have no zeroes on the line from −3+ i to 3+ i; thus there
exists r0 with 0 < r0  14 such that |ζ(z)| > r0 on this line. So provided |w|  r0 this line needs no
modiﬁcation to make the contour I. It is then clear that | f I| c, the uniform version of (34) of [BLL,
p. 1157].
The other integrals are also easy. The uniformity of X = E implies that K in (31) (p. 1156) can also
be chosen independently of w , and one checks without trouble that the implied constants in (35)
for f IV (p. 1158), (44) for the much more diﬃcult f III (p. 1161), and (45) for f II (p. 1161) are also
uniform. This completes the proof. 
The next result provides a sort of “interpolation set” for polynomials in z and ζ(z), which will
enable the coeﬃcients of P to be recovered from suitable values of P (z, ζ(z)).
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(l = 0, . . . , L) and zkl (k, l = 0, . . . , L) with
ζ(zkl) = wl (k, l = 0, . . . , L)
and
|wl| r0, |wl − wi| 1
cL1/2
(i, l = 0, . . . , L; i = l),
|zkl − 1| 1, |zkl| c0Llog L ,
∏
0 jL, j =k
|zkl − z jl| exp
(−cL3/2) (k, l = 0, . . . , L).
Proof. Pick any w with |w| r0 for the constant r0 in Lemma 4, which then gives an inequality for
the number N of solutions of ζ(z) = w; we will choose Y large in a moment. Now we can assume
that all these z are different. If this fails, then some ζ ′(z) = 0. This deﬁnes a ﬁxed countable set of z
and so a ﬁxed countable set of w = ζ(z) to avoid later.
A similar argument shows that we can assume that the z cannot be too close. For if say |z˜ − z| <
δ = exp(−Y 5/4) for z, z˜ with ζ(z) = ζ(z˜) = w then Lemma 3 shows that |ζ ′(z)|  cδY 5. Then by
Lemma 2 there is a zero z0 of ζ ′ with |z − z0|  c exp(− Y 1/8c ). Again noting the polynomial growth
of ζ on ﬁxed half-planes we deduce that |w − ζ(z0)|  c exp(− Y 1/82c ). Thus w lies in the union of
at most cY log Y discs of radius at most c exp(− Y 1/82c ); and it is just as easy to avoid these w in|w| r.
Thus for each of the allowable w we have zk with ζ(zk) = w with say at least 18 Y log Y values
of zk . Thus we should take Y so as to make 0  k  L; that is Y of order Llog L , and we can assume
that Y is an integer. Further
|zk − z j| exp
(−Y 5/4) ( j = k). (5)
This is not good enough to ensure the required lower bound for Π0 =∏0 jL, j =k |zk − z j |, as there
seem to be too many terms. But in fact the zk are well-distributed according to imaginary part.
Thus by Lemma 4 each of the domains t  y < t + 1 (t = 1,2, . . . , Y − 1) contains at most c log Y
of the zk . Either the subset with odd t or even t contains at least half of the zk , and we throw the
others away. Now in estimating Π0 at most c log Y of the z j can satisfy |zk − z j |  1. So (5) gives
|Π0| exp(−Y 11/8) exp(−cL3/2) as required.
Finally it is easy to choose the different w = wl with the required separation properties. We must
avoid only a set of measure tending to zero as Y gets large; and for example we can pick the points
successively avoiding small neighborhoods of the preceding points. 
We proceed to the proof of Proposition 1. We can suppose that the coeﬃcient norm of P is 1.
Suppose F (z) = P (z, ζ(z)) has zeroes z1, . . . , zN with |z|  R counted with multiplicity. Then the
function
φ(z) = (z − 1)
L F (z)∏N
n=1(z − zn)
is entire. Write R˜ = c0Llog L + R for the constant c0 of Lemma 5. Thus the supremum norms on the discs
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|φ|R˜  |φ|5R˜ . (6)
Now ζˆ (z) = (z − 1)ζ(z) has growth order 1 and it is classical that |ζˆ |r  rcr for all r  2; see for
example the equation (2.12.3) of [T, p. 29] and well-known estimates for 1
Γ (z) . There follows easily
|φ|5R˜  R˜c R˜L(4R˜)−N (7)
in (6). And for any z with |z − 1| 1 and |z| R˜ we have
∣∣F (z)∣∣= ∣∣φ(z)∣∣|z − 1|−L
N∏
n=1
|z − zn| (2R˜)N |φ|R˜ .
From this and (6), (7) we conclude |F (z)| 2−N R˜cR˜L . From Lemma 5 this holds in particular for the
z = zkl (k, l = 0, . . . ,d), as R˜  c0Llog L . Thus
∣∣P (zkl,wl)∣∣ 2−N R˜cR˜L (k, l = 0, . . . , L). (8)
We now use the Lagrange Interpolation Formula twice. First
P (z,w) =
L∑
l=0
( ∏
0iL, i =l
w − wi
wl − wi
)
P (z,wl)
and second
P (z,wl) =
L∑
k=0
( ∏
0 jL, j =k
z − z jl
zkl − z jl
)
P (zkl,wl).
We ﬁnd easily from Lemma 5 and (8) that the coeﬃcient norm of P is at most 2−N R˜cR˜L . As this norm
is 1 and R˜ log R˜  c(L + R log R), Proposition 1 follows.
The result is best possible in L for ﬁxed R because one can choose the polynomial P such that
P (z, ζ(z)) has a zero of order at least L2 + 2L at z = 0. It is best possible in R for ﬁxed L because
of P (z,w) = wL ; the zeta function has around R log R zeroes with |z|  R which then appear with
multiplicity at least L.
3. Proof of Proposition 2
Deﬁne S = [ T 28d ]  1, and pick any points z1, . . . , zS in Z; if there are not so many then
ω(f(Z)) T is easy to prove directly, because S − 1 < 12 (T + 1)(T + 2). We will use Siegel’s Lemma
to construct a non-zero polynomial P (w1,w2) of total degree at most T with
P
(
f1(zs), f2(zs)
)= 0 (s = 1,2, . . . , S), (9)
and then we will extrapolate with a Schwarz Lemma to see that
P
(
f1(z), f2(z)
)= 0 (10)
on all of Z . This shows ω(f(Z)) T as desired.
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able. Then the equations (9) are
L∑
l1=0
L∑
l2=0
p(l1, l2)
(
f1(zs)
)l1( f2(zs))l2 = 0 (s = 1,2, . . . , S). (11)
As in [S] we use Lemme 1.1 (p. 98) of the paper [GMW] of Gramain, Mignotte and Waldschmidt,
with k = 2, N1 = N2 = L + 1, μ = S . We estimate the D in [GMW] by dS , so the condition for solv-
ability is (L+1)2 > dS . In fact here we have (L+1)2  2dS . The αh,r of [GMW] are our f1(zs), f2(zs),
and we note that there M(αh,r)1/dh,r = H(αh,r). We conclude that there is a solution of (11) in rational
integers with |P | = max |p(l1, l2)| satisfying 0 < |P | (2S∏Ss=1 Es)8/T 2 , where
Es = (L + 1)2dH
(
f1(zs)
)dL
H
(
f2(zs)
)dL  (T + 1)2dHdT .
Thus
|P | 28S/T 2(T + 1)16dS/T 2H8dS/T  21/d(T + 1)2HT . (12)
Next to prove (10) pick any z0 in Z , and write F (z) = P ( f1(z), f2(z)). By (9) the function
φ(z) = F (z)∏S
s=1(z − zs)
is analytic on an open set containing |z| 2Z . Thus |φ(z0)| |φ|2Z for the supremum norm as above.
Now |z − zs| Z on the boundary, and so |φ|2Z  |F |2Z Z−S . We get
∣∣F (z0)∣∣= ∣∣φ(z0)∣∣
S∏
s=1
|z0 − zs| (AZ)−S |F |2Z . (13)
Further |F |2Z  |P |(M + 1)T . We also have H(F (z0)) (T + 1)2|P |HT , and if F (z0) = 0 then |F (z0)|
H(F (z0))−d . Comparing this with the upper bound (13) we get a contradiction provided (AZ)S >
(T + 1)2d(M + 1)T |P |2dHdT , so that in this case F (z0) = 0 and we have our (10). By (12) this will be
assured by
(AZ)S > 4(T + 1)6d(M + 1)T H3dT . (14)
In particular we must have AZ > 1 and when we note that S  116d T 2 (because T 2  8d) we see that
(14) in turn is assured by (AZ)T
2/16d > (4T )6d(M + 1)T H3dT or (AZ)T > (4T )96d2/T (M + 1)16dH48d2
as in Proposition 2. This completes the proof.
4. Proof of theorem
As a warm-up, we sketch a proof of Theorem 1 (p. 343) of [BP], which states that if Γ is the
graph of a transcendental real analytic function on a closed bounded interval I , then for any t  1
the set tΓ ∩ Z2 contains at most C( f , )t points. Actually we can follow the line of argument there
quite closely. Now f is analytic on a bounded number of discs covering I and on each disc with
centre say z0 we can use Proposition 2 for the functions f1(z) = tU (z + z0) and f2(z) = tU f (z + z0),
where U = [t]. So H is of order at most t . We get ω T provided A > c( f )t48/T . Covering I also with
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c( f )γ ( f , T )A  c( f )γ ( f , T )t48/T .
Here γ ( f , T ) is the maximum cardinality of the intersection of Γ with any algebraic curve of degree
at most T ; that is, the maximum number of different z in I with P (z, f (z)) = 0 as P runs over all
non-zero polynomials of total degree at most T .
It is hardly any more trouble to count the intersection of Γ with the set of all algebraic
pairs (α1,α2) with [Q(α1,α2) : Q]  d and H(α1)  H , H(α2)  H . We end up with the estimate
c( f ,d)γ ( f , T )H48d
2/T .
For our theorem we argue similarly, using Proposition 1 to estimate the analogue of γ ( f , T ). In
fact we shall show that for some absolute constant c there are at most
c
(
d2 log4H
log(d log4H)
)2
(15)
different complex numbers z with |z − 52 |  12 such that [Q(z, ζ(z)) : Q]  d and H(z)  H ,
H(ζ(z)) H . Clearly (15) implies our theorem, because a bounded rational number of denominator
at most D has height of order at most D .
Let T 
√
8d be an integer soon to be chosen. Take the entire functions f1(z) = z and f2(z) =
(z − 1)ζ(z). Using Proposition 2 we deduce
ω
(
f(Z)) T (16)
for any ﬁnite subset Z of points z with |z − 52 | 12 provided
(a?) Z  3,
(b?) all points of Z lie in some disc of diameter 1A ,
(c?) [Q( f1(z), f2(z)) : Q] d,
(d?) H( f1(z)) H˜, H( f2(z)) H˜ ,
(e?) (AZ)T > (4T )96d
2/T (M + 1)16d H˜48d2 .
We will be able to take A = 1, which then makes (b?) automatic; in particular we never use
clustering at all! Also (c?) is automatic. For z to be counted by (15) we have H( f1(z)) H and
H
(
f2(z)
)
 H(z − 1)H(ζ(z)) 2H(z)H  2H2,
so we take H˜ = 2H2 in (d?). As already noted M  ZcZ and so (e?) is implied by Z T 
cd
2
ZcdZ (2H2)48d
2
for positive absolute c. This we secure by taking ﬁrst T  2cdZ and then ZcdZ 
cd
2
(2H2)48d
2
. The second is ﬁne provided Z is a suﬃciently large constant multiple of d log4Hlog(d log4H)
(so that (a?) is also ﬁne, as well as T 
√
8d ); and then we choose T around 2cdZ . By (16) and
Proposition 1 with R = 3 we get at most cT 2 possibilities for f(z) and so z. This completes the proof
of (15).
Actually Surroca has d3 in place of d4 in (15), still subject to her subset restrictions on d and H .
The discrepancy d seems to be the same which arises between the number of zeroes S of F in (10),
which is around T
2
d , and the number of zeroes allowed by Proposition 1, which is around T
2. On the
one hand Proposition 1 is best possible for polynomials P with arbitrary complex coeﬃcients; on the
other hand our P in the proof of Proposition 2 has integer coeﬃcients, thanks to the use of [GMW].
It does not seem easy to eliminate this discrepancy.
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